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ABSTRACT
The machine learning approach has expanded the frontier of housing studies. This paper applies a
novel machine learning algorithm with the latest technique in natural language processing for
classifying local versus non-local home buyers to test the information asymmetry hypothesis. While
the efﬁcient markets hypothesis postulates that the “law of one price” should hold, shreds of empirical
evidence suggest that non-local property buyers usually pay a premium for comparable residential
properties relative to their local counterparts. However, most previous studies rely on indirect
information to classify non-local buyers and ignore non-local sellers. This study develops a machine
learning algorithm to identify non-local buyers and sellers from a large-scale housing transaction
dataset from Hong Kong. Using the repeat-sales method that avoids omitted variable biases, nonlocal buyers (sellers) are found to buy (sell) at a higher (lower) price than their local counterparts.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Traditionally, hedonic pricing analysis considers the implicit price of property qualities, including but not
limited to property attributes, neighbourhood characteristics, time, and locational effects in a competitive
market (Rosen 1974). However, the analysis usually overlooks the effect of market participants, not until the
emergence of behavioural economics in the 1990s (Camerer and Loewenstein 2003). This strand of studies is
mainly based on theories such as information and search costs, bargaining power, and anchorage bias. Most
of these studies are in relation to the effect of real estate agents and buyers’ behaviours (Zumpano et al. 1996;
Elder et al. 1999; Clauretie and Thistle 2007; Ihlanfeldt and Mayock 2012; Edelstein and Qian 2014), with
limited studies focusing on the behaviours of sellers. Sun and Ong (2014) is one of the exceptions, but they
examine the effects of transacted prices on sellers’ asking prices rather than the sellers’ behaviours on prices.
All these studies require the availability of explicit information of buyers and sellers, which is rare. This study
exploits a machine learning algorithm to extract non-local buyers’ and sellers’ information from raw housing
transaction data to conduct an empirical study.
While the efficient markets hypothesis postulates that the “law of one price” should hold, shreds of empirical
evidence suggest that non-local property buyers usually pay a premium for comparable residential properties
relative to their local counterparts. Many propositions attempt to rationalise such a price premium. Two
plausible theories explain such non-locals price premium for home purchases, namely: information asymmetry
and anchoring biases. If the non-local premium is due to asymmetric information, the premium should be
inversely related to the length of stay of the buyers/sellers before the transaction. The premium associated with
non-local buyers is expected to be mirrored to a discount associated with non-local sellers but to a less extent,
given that the non-local sellers must, at the least, gain some experience in their previous searches (Garmaise
and Moskowitz 2004; Harding et al. 2003a, 2003b; Ihlanfeldt and Mayock 2012; Turnbull and Sirmans 1993).
However, suppose the premium is due to anchoring biases; the price premium may fluctuate and, in some
cases, may even switch from a premium to a discount, depending on the returns of alternative in-vestments (as
the anchor) and the subject asset. Additionally, anchoring biases should be applicable to both buyers and
sellers. For the anchoring effect, evidence suggests that homebuyers moving from more expensive housing
markets tend to have upward biased perceptions about local housing markets and overpay on average
(Ihlanfeldt and Mayock 2012; Zhou et al. 2015), but the evidence is inconclusive (Lambson et al. 2004).
Many studies have focused only on the premium paid by non-local buyers and have paid little attention to nonlocal sellers. Most literature in this area emphasises the information asymmetry hypothesis. Scholars use
various measures to define the “distant buyer” and thereby examine the effects of local knowledge and search
costs on property prices (Ihlanfeldt and Mayock 2012; Neo et al. 2008; Lambson et al. 2004; Clauretie and
Thistle 2007; Zhou et al. 2015). However, the evidence is mixed. Many of these studies were criticised for the
small sample sizes of non-local buyers and/or for failing to control for the property-specific and locationspecific characteristics (Turnbull and Sirmans 1993; Watkins 1998). Worse still, conclusions from earlier
observed effects have, in many cases, been based on inappropriate statistical comparisons with con-founding
factors, such as the use of different payment methods of the buyer (and seller) groups (Wright and Yanotti
2019). The non-locals may choose to pay for cash purchases at a discount because sellers usually prefer to
cash deals, as getting a mortgage could take time for non-locals. Sometimes, it is not guaranteed that the
mortgage application of a non-local will go through. Nevertheless, cash purchases give the non-locals
bargaining power relative to the locals who need to apply for mortgages. The impacts of such confounding
factors on the market can render conflicting results.
In this study, we apply a standard search model to predict the non-local home purchase premium. The model
demonstrates that the non-local premium is consistent with theories of both information asymmetry and
anchoring biases. Housing transaction data usually does not contain information on whether buyers and sellers
are local or non-local. Previous studies have used different geographical approaches to identify non-local
buyers, such as home addresses or mobile phone number codes, which validity is debatable. This paper
develops a machine learning approach to identify non-local buyers from their names. Non-local buyers are
those individuals who move into a housing market from out of town and likely be at an information
disadvantage compared with local buyers who already reside in the market and observe unique market
conditions over a long time. In this study, we defined local homebuyers (sellers) by their implied length of
residence because most people born in Hong Kong or became permanent residents of Hong Kong before July
1, 1997 would have their English names Romanised using Hong Kong unique romanisation naming system.
Due to the former colony’s history, Hong Kong has a different romanisation system of Chinese names. For
example, Romanised surname Chan and Chen refer to the same Chinese surname. The father could have the
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Romanised surname Chen if he were born in Mainland China, while the son has the Romanised surname Chan
if the son was born in Hong Kong. Many Romanised surnames have indicated that a person was born in Hong
Kong or became a permanent resident before July 1997. We regard this group of people as locals in this study.
Comparing non-local buyers with non-local sellers, confounding factors, including settlement method, can be
controlled, as the payment issue will affect only buyers and not sellers. If an empirical test can investigate the
premium (or discount) for both non-local buyers and sellers, then the alternative hypotheses can be critically
differentiated. Specifically, to provide a critical test to examine whether non-local buyers and sellers pay a
premium or a discount, we apply both the hedonic pricing model and the repeat-sales approach to a large
dataset that includes all residential transactions in Hong Kong between January 2010 and September 2015.
Instead of using geographical measures to define non-locals, we identify the non-locals, buyers and sellers,
across different regions using subtle differences in the feature of the Chinese name Romanisation. This is a
strength of this paper. Previous studies on this topic usually defined local buyers using their addresses or
mobile phone numbers etc. Such definition did not take into account their length of stay in a city. Furthermore,
only transactions before 2015 are used in our empirical tests to preclude most Mainland immigrants who
become permanent residents and are not liable to the non-local transaction taxes.2 The impact on price from
the second generation of Mainland immigrants who could purchase properties before 2015 without being
subject to the non-locals transaction taxes can be regarded as negligible, if any.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the Machine Learning Algorithm for classifying names
of locals and non-locals. Section 3 outlines the empirical evidence used to examine the price differentials of
properties purchased/sold by non-local buyers and sellers. Section 4 concludes.

2.

MACHINE LEARNING FOR CLASSIFYING NAMES OF BUYERS AND SELLERS

Machine learning algorithms are relatively new in real estate research, and most of the attempts are on
valuation (Pace and Hayunga 2020), i.e., using machine learning methods to identify a complex relationship
between the outcome variable (housing price) and the predictors (characteristics of the house). Others have
used machine learning methods to find new information for predictors. For example, Shen and Ross (2021)
used a machine learning approach to quantify the value of “soft” information from unstructured real estate
property descriptions. In this study, we applied machine learning methods to extract new information from
transaction records, i.e., the ethnicity of property buyers and sellers. Different from Humphreys et al. (2019),
in which they applied binomial and multinomial name classifiers to categorise Chinese and non-Chinese
(mainly on Korean) buyers in the U.S. housing market, we used a novel natural language processing (NLP)
machine learning tool based on the Gated Recurrent Units (GRU; Cho et al. 2014), a variant of the recurrent
neural network (RNN), to classify the ethnicity of buyers and sellers into locals and non-locals, i.e., among
Mainland and Hong Kong Chinese. The differences in their Romanised names are much more complicated
and subtle to classify accurately. Indeed, the motivation of applying the GRU to perform this classification
task is due to the difficulty in differentiating ethnicity based on their names, not just in Chinese but also in
many other languages. This study considers such subtle differences in the romanisation feature of Chinese
names of different ethnic groups to develop the machine learning algorithm directly applicable to other
languages.
Every Mandarin or Cantonese syllable can be spelt with one initial followed by one final. Romanisation of
Chinese characters is using the Latin alphabet to transliterate Chinese characters. These Romanised Latin
alphabets in Cantonese (used in Hong Kong) and Mandarin (used in Mainland China) essentially follow a
distinct pattern in their positioning and sequencing. On the one hand, in terms of positioning, when a surname
starts with “ng” such as “Ngai” (倪; in China as “Wei”), it will very likely be a Romanised character of
Cantonese. Nevertheless, both Romanized Cantonese and Mandarin characters can end with “ng”; thus,
positioning a specific combination of alphabets will allow us to better classify the name of local Hong Kong
Chinese from the non-local Mainland Chinese. On the other hand, the sequence of those Romanised alphabets
also follows a pattern. Take another typical Chinese surname as an example. “Wong” and “Wang” both
represent the Chinese surname “王” If the initial “W” follows suit with a final “ong”, it will likely be a
Romanised Cantonese surname, whereas the initial “W” ends with a final “ang” it is more likely a Mandarin
surname. As such, the distributional vectors or word embeddings will capture the characteristics of the
neighbours of a group of these alphabets. This approach of identifying non-local buyers and sellers provides
another advantage in controlling unobservable differences due to cultural and ethnic differences.
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One might argue why researchers should use machine learning rather than creating a rule-based program on
the differences between Cantonese and Mandarin Romanization to automate the classification process. Indeed,
a machine learning approach possesses three distinct advantages that rule-based automation cannot achieve.
First, the proposed machine learning algorithm can be applied to multiple languages. As we will further
discuss, the algorithm exploits the position and sequence of alphabets; it does not necessarily require
researchers to be proficient in a specific language. In genealogy, studying the subtle difference in family names
can help properly evaluate genealogical evidence (Haley 1983). The advantage of using the machine learning
method is that it does not require the researcher to understand the surname etymology as long as the surname
etymology exists and sufficient examples are available for the algorithm to identify the etymology. For
example, many English surnames are also with underlying patterns that hint at their family origins. Surnames
such as Oswald, Cobbald are more likely to be British names, whereas Aames, Deloria tend to be American
names.
Second, a machine learning approach can identify patterns beyond the differences between the Romanisation
of Cantonese and Mandarin. A rule-based approach could classify whether a single Chinese character
originated from Hong Kong, Mainland Chinese, or both. However, the rule-based approach does not consider
the likelihood of a character to be a name and whether the sequence of characters could form a name. For
example, the Romanisation of “Chan Mei” can be “陳薇” in Hong Kong Chinese, but in Mainland Chinese, it
represents “产妹”, i.e., identical Romanisation but different Chinese writing characters. A rule-based method
cannot determine whether “Chan Mei” is a name of Hong Kong or Mainland Chinese. Nevertheless, the
proposed machine learning algorithm can classify “Chan Mei” as a name of Hong Kong people rather than
Mainland Chinese; by identifying “Chan” as a very likely surname commonly used in Hong Kong but very
unlikely a surname in Mainland China.
Third, developing a machine learning method is more cost-effective. Using a rule-based approach, researchers
need to specify all the Romanisation rules of Cantonese and Mandarin, which is difficult and costly, given the
complexity of the Chinese languages and the naming convention. The proposed machine learning algorithm
does not require researchers to understand every single difference in the Romanisation rules between
Cantonese and Mandarin. Using the machine learning approach, researchers only need to provide examples of
Cantonese and Mandarin names to the machine learning algorithm for the training purpose. The algorithm will
learn and identify the hidden rules based on the examples provided. Instead of studying the differences between
Cantonese and Mandarin Romanization, researchers only need to make sure the input examples in the training
dataset are accurate5 and to verify that the prediction is precise. The machine learning method allows
researchers who may not have to thoroughly acquire the language to classify names into local and non-local.
To begin with, we draw a 10% sample from a list of Romanised names and classify them into one of the three
categories: Hong Kong Chinse, Mainland Chinese, and others. This sample data will be used as an example
for the algorithm to classification names. The classification algorithm starts with “tokenisation,” a standard
data pre-processing technique that converts the non-numeric information into a numeric format. The process
tries to convert a sequence of characters into a sequence of integers. Each of the 26 alphabet, space, and other
symbols is presented by an integer. Each digit is analogous to an alphabet in a Romanised Chinese name (i.e.,
“ ” to 0, “A” to 1, “B” to 2, etc.); after all, the difference does not matter to the machine. The machine learning
model takes the tokenised data as input and classifies these tokenised names through three major layers in
sequence inside the model. The first layer is the word embedding layer (Mikolov et al., 2013), which estimates
a nominal value of the input data. In NLP, word embedding is a widely used technique that reduces data
dimensionality and maps the character (or word) vectors of real numbers in a vector space. The method reduces
the dimensionality of texts to that of the vector space.
The second layer consists of three other sub-layers of Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN). RNNs specialise in
handling texts and other sequential data. The networks capture the autocorrelations and patterns in the
sequences of characters. Salehinejad et al. (2017) present a survey of the literature and recent advancements
of RNNs. This study implements a variant of RNN—Gated Recurrent Units (GRU) (Cho et al. 2014) to classify
the names. GRU decides what information should be passed down to the next step to generate the hidden
variables and outputs. It improves upon RNN methods by aiming to solve the vanishing gradient problem
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recognised in the literature. The GRU performs better than LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory) when
sequences are short because it has fewer parameters and less memory than LSTM (Cho et al., 2014).

The third layer is a Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), a standard layer in neural networks. This layer will classify
the information from the GRU into four named categories and implement a Dilution (also known as dropout)
procedure to reduce overfitting and improve out-of-sample performance. Panel A of Table 1 shows the
structure and the hyperparameters of the machine learning model. We randomly split the data into training
(80%), validation (10%), and testing (10%) samples. We use the training sample to estimate the parameters in
the above model and the hyperparameters such as the number of neurons, layers of GRU and MLP, the
percentage of the dropout node in the Dropout layer using the validation sample. Then we calculate the
accuracy of the model using the test to report the overfitted performance. Panel B of Table 1 further shows the
model prediction accuracy between the three samples close to 99%. This suggests that our model is not subject
to an overfitting problem.

Table 1. Structure, hyperparameters and performance of the model.

Panel A—Hyperparameters of the Machine Learning Model
Sequence
Layer
Hyperparameter
1st layer
Word Embedding
Max length
Number of embeddings
2nd layer
GRU
Number of layers
Number of neurons
3rd layer
Activation
Functional form
4th layer
Dropout
Probability of dropout
Number of layers
5th layer
MLP
Number of neurons
Activation
Panel B—Performance of the Machine Learning Model
Training Sample
Validation Sample
99.14%
98.94%

3.

Value
50
30
3
30
tanh
20%
2
10
Sigmoid
Testing Sample
99.00%

EMPIRICS: NON-LOCAL BUYER PREMIUM AND SELLER DISCOUNT

The data in this study are based on residential property transactions in Hong Kong between 2010 and 2015.
This period circumvents the shocks from the Global Financial Crisis in 2008. It excludes the drastic effect of
implementing a flat rate double stamp duty of 15% on all residential properties since November 2016. The
number of valid observations is 93,726 for 69 months, a considerable sample size from an international
perspective. Our dataset provides the sale prices of each transacted housing unit and detailed information about
house locations, housing attributes, and, more importantly, the buyers’ and sellers’ names. Table 2 shows the
schema and summary statistics of all the variables used.
Table 2. Summary statistics of variables for the hedonic price model.
Variable
P
AGE
FLR
GFA

Description
Mean/Count
Sales Price (in HK$ Million)
4.01
Building Age (in years)
20.40
Floor Level (in Storey)
16.95
Gross Floor Area (in sq ft)
655.49
Utility Ratio = Saleable to Gross
U_RATIO
0.78
Floor Area (in sq ft)
BW
Bay Window Area (in sq ft)
15.31
Remaining land lease period
LEASE
111.47
(in years)
PRESALE
Pre-sale Dummies
238
MLS
Mainland Seller (1, or 0 otherwise)
5265
MLB
Mainland Buyer (1, or 0 otherwise)
7632
Direction Dummies
8
Time Dummies
69
District Dummies
59
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S.D.
3.57
10.40
12.15
242.2

Min.
0.10
−3.25
0.00
134

Max.
236
58
86
6315

0.06

0.32

0.99

15.73

0.00

250

223.55

12

890

-

0
0
0

1
1
1

2010M1–2015M9
Districts designated by EPRC

Source: Economic Property Research Centre (EPRC).

In this study, given Hong Kong is statutorily required to use a real estate agent to engage in housing
transactions, the effects of a real estate agent on buyers versus sellers’ premium/discount would be eliminated.
The first focus of our empirical tests is on the asymmetric information hypothesis.
Hypothesis 1 (H1) – Asymmetric information hypothesis: Ceteris paribus, the higher the search cost the
non-local buyers incur and the higher reservation prices they have; thus, the sooner non-local buyers stop
searching and pay higher prices than their low-search-cost local counterparts.
The second focus of our empirical tests is on the anchorage bias hypothesis.
Hypothesis 2 (H2) – Anchorage bias hypothesis: Ceteris paribus, non-local buyers/sellers who are more
time-constrained andrely more on (i.e., anchored in) an external price distribution that is usually higher/lower
than local buyers believe, thus they pay a higher/lower reservation price compared to their less timeconstrained local counterparts.
So far, there have been very few empirical studies on the housing premium/discount of non-local buyers/
sellers. To achieve this, we will apply the novel machine-learning algorithm described in the previous section
to differentiate non-local from local buyers and sellers based on their ethnicity, indicating how long they have
stayed in the city. More details about empirics will be discussed in the ensuing sections.

Hedonic Pricing Model Analysis and Results
To examine purchase prices of non-local relative to local buyers, many previous studies applied a standard
hedonic price model (Equation (1)) and included a dummy variable indicating whether the buyer is new to the
housing transaction area (Lambson et al. 2004; Ihlanfeldt and Mayock 2012; Zhou et al. 2015). Following the
hedonic methodology (Equation (1)), we run a model with an additional dummy variable of non-local buyers
(MLB) as Equation (2) plus non-local sellers (MLS) as Equation (3):
14

59

69

𝑠𝑠=1

𝑛𝑛=1

𝑡𝑡=1

𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ) = 𝛼𝛼 + � 𝛾𝛾𝑠𝑠 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + � 𝛿𝛿𝑛𝑛 𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + � 𝜃𝜃𝑡𝑡 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 …

(1)

𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ) = 𝛼𝛼 + 𝛽𝛽1 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖 + � 𝛾𝛾𝑠𝑠 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + � 𝛿𝛿𝑛𝑛 𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + � 𝜃𝜃𝑡𝑡 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 …

(2)

𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ) = 𝛼𝛼 + 𝛽𝛽1 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝛽2 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖 + � 𝛾𝛾𝑠𝑠 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + � 𝛿𝛿𝑛𝑛 𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + � 𝜃𝜃𝑡𝑡 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 …

(3)

14

𝑠𝑠=1

14

𝑠𝑠=1

59

𝑛𝑛=1

59

𝑛𝑛=1

69

𝑡𝑡=1

69

𝑡𝑡=1

where 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is the transaction price of residential property i in neighbourhood n sold at month t. 𝛾𝛾𝑠𝑠 , 𝛿𝛿𝑛𝑛 , 𝜃𝜃𝑡𝑡 are
the implicit prices of structural quality, neighbourhood quality, and time effects. 𝛽𝛽1 and 𝛽𝛽2 measure any
premium and discount associated with non-local to local buyers (MLB; i.e., Mainland to Hong Kong Chinese
buyers) and non-local to local sellers (MLS; i.e., Mainland to Hong Kong Chinese sellers). Moreover, we
include 14 variables of structural quality 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 , including building age (AGE), floor level (FLR), floor area (GFA),
bay window area (BW), utility ratio (U_RATIO), etc. In Hong Kong, as pre-sales (i.e., purchase before
completion) is common in the first-hand market, we further control the age effect of pre-sales (Yiu 2009). In
addition, given that all land in Hong Kong is leasehold, the remaining land lease period is thus controlled.
Neighbourhood fixed effects are captured by N, which is defined as 59 districts dummies, a practice commonly
used by the real estate industry in Hong Kong. We also include the time effects T, 69 monthly time dummies
from January 2010 to September 2015. To avoid exact collinearity, one neighbourhood dummy, the first-period
time dummy, and the direction east (D_E) are omitted as the base case.
Table 3 presents the results of these models. From the results in column (2), the Mainland buyers (MLB) are
buying at a significantly higher price than the Hong Kong local buyers, while the Mainland sellers (MLS) are
selling at a significantly lower price than the Hong Kong local sellers for an identical housing. The price
premium for non-local buyers is about 4.9%. This estimated premium paid by non-local buyers is consistent
with the related literature, ranging between the 0.3% premium estimated by Ihlanfeldt and Mayock (2012) and
the 5.5% premium estimated by Lambson et al. (2004). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study
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that confirms a discount offered by non-local sellers, and such non-local sellers discount is at 1.0%, ceteris
paribus.
Table 3. The results of the hedonic price model.
Equation (1)
Equation (2)
Baseline
The Logarithm of Sales Prices ln(P)
0.049
(0.003) ***
-

Dep. Var.
MLB
MLS
|AGE| × PRESALE
AGE × (1 − PRESALE)
FLR
GFA
U_RATIO
BW
LEASE
Constant
Direction Fixed Effect
Time Fixed Effect
Neighbourhood Fixed Effect
Observations:
R-squared:

0.135
−0.128
(0.100)
(0.100)
−0.012
−0.012
(0.000) ***
(0.000) ***
0.003
0.003
(0.000) ***
(0.000) ***
0.001
0.001
(0.000) ***
(0.000) ***
1.680
1.681
(0.020) ***
(0.020) ***
0.003
0.003
(0.000) ***
(0.000) ***
0.000
0.000
(0.000) ***
(0.000) ***
−0.862
−0.865
(0.016) ***
(0.016) ***
Included (8 Directions)
Included (2010M1–2015M9)
Included (59 Subdistricts)
93,726
93,726
0.851
0.852

Equation (3)
0.049
(0.003) ***
−0.010
(0.004) ***
−0.124
(0.100)
−0.012
(0.000) ***
0.003
(0.000) ***
0.001
(0.000) ***
1.681
(0.020) ***
0.003
(0.000) ***
0.000
(0.000) ***
−0.865
(0.016) ***

93,726
0.852

Notes: The dependent variable ln(P) is the logarithm of the transacted house prices in Hong Kong dollars, and *** mean that the
coefficient is significant at the 1% levels. Figures in the parentheses are the standard errors.

Repeat-Sales Method as a Robustness Check
One may argue that the premium or discount could be attributable to the specification error of the hedonic
model. Therefore, the repeat-sales method is applied to serve as a robustness check. Equation (4) shows the
repeat-sales model, which can be considered as the subtraction of Equation (2) of the first transaction from the
second transaction of the same housing unit; hence differencing out all the structural and Neighbourhood
quality variables, with the time dummy variables 𝐷𝐷𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 redefined as follows.
𝑇𝑇

𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗2 /𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗1 ) = 𝛽𝛽(𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡2 − 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡1 ) + � 𝛼𝛼𝑡𝑡 𝐷𝐷𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 + 𝜀𝜀𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 …

(4)

𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗2 /𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗1 ) = 𝛽𝛽(𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡2 − 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡2 ) + � 𝛼𝛼𝑡𝑡 𝐷𝐷𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 + 𝜀𝜀𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 …

(5)

𝑡𝑡=1
𝑇𝑇

𝑡𝑡=1

Model (4) is a typical repeat-sales model incorporating a series of time dummy variables, 𝐷𝐷𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 with coefficients
α𝑡𝑡 , where t ranges from period 0 to T (i.e., the period covered by the sample). For a particular pair of
transactions, 𝐷𝐷𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 takes the value −1 when t is the time of a previous sale of housing j, +1 when t is the time of
the repeat-sale, and 0 when there are no sales of housing j at time t. It is worth noting that 𝐷𝐷𝑗𝑗0 was normalised
to zero. Given the buyer in the first sale must be the seller in the second sale, so 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡1 in Equation (4) can be
replaced by 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡2, as shown in Equation (5).
Specifically, if (𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡2 − 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡2 ) = +1, it represents a non-local buyer engages with a local seller in the
second sale; while if (𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡2 − 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡2 ) = −1, it represents a local buyer engages with a non-local seller in
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the second sale, and 0 otherwise.11 To test for these two different effects, we fit the hedonic model that
introduces separate terms for (𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡2 − 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡2 ) = +1 and (𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡2 − 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡2 ) = −1, such that:
𝑇𝑇

𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗2 /𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗1 ) = 𝛽𝛽3 (𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡2 − 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡2 )+ + 𝛽𝛽4 (𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡2 − 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡2 )− + � 𝛼𝛼𝑡𝑡 𝐷𝐷𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 + 𝜀𝜀𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 …

(6)

𝑡𝑡=1

where X+ is the second sale in which a non-local buyer engages with a local seller, 0 otherwise; and X– is the
second sale with a local buyer engaging with a non-local seller.
Table 4 reports the results of Equations (4)–(6). The results reinforce the findings for the hedonic price model
in Equation (3) by identifying that non-local buyers/sellers are buying/selling at a price higher/lower from/to
local buyers/sellers. The signs of the coefficients are consistent with that of Equation (3). The significance of
the coefficient can be improved by converting from a monthly dummy to yearly dummy specifications (from
Model (6) and (7)).
Table 4. Results of the repeat-sales models of Equations (4)–(6).
Dep. Var:
Variable
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝐵𝐵𝑡𝑡2 − 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡1

ln(𝑷𝑷𝒋𝒋𝒋𝒋𝒋𝒋 /𝑷𝑷𝒋𝒋𝒋𝒋𝒋𝒋 )
Model (4)
0.0283
(0.0037) ***

(𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡2 − 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡1 )+
(𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡2 − 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡1 )−

Time Fixed Effects
Observations
R-squared

Model (5)

Model (6)

0.0067
(0.0053)
−0.0499
(0.0053) ***

0.0025
(0.0055) ***
−0.0381
(0.0055) ***
Yes (2010–2015)
54,794
0.1741

Yes (2010M1–2015M9)
54,794
54,794
0.2288
0.2302

Notes: The dependent variable ln(𝑷𝑷𝒋𝒋𝒋𝒋𝒋𝒋 /𝑷𝑷𝒋𝒋𝒋𝒋𝒋𝒋 ) is the logarithm of the difference in transacted house prices of two repeated sales in
Hong Kong dollars, and *** mean that the coefficient is significant at 1% level. Figures in the parentheses are the standard errors.

4.

CONCLUSIONS

The contribution of this paper is twofold. In terms of theoretical contribution, this is the first study to argue
that other than a 4.9% non-local buyers’ premium, a 1.0% non-local sellers’ discount could simultaneously
exist. In terms of empirical contribution, this study develops a novel machine learning algorithm with natural
language processing to identify the non-local Mainland Chinese from the local Hong Kong Chinese in a
residential property transaction database based on the romanisation feature of Chinese names. This approach
of identifying non-local buyers and sellers provides another advantage in controlling unobservable differences
due to cultural and ethnic differences. Indeed, machine learning algorithms are relatively new in real estate
research. So far, most applications are merely focusing on mass appraisals or improving specific predictive
analytics. To the best of our knowledge, using a machine-learning approach, along with hedonic and repeat
sales methods to test anchoring and asymmetric information theories in the real estate market, is new, if not
novel, in terms of methodology.
One important application of machine learning is to directly test theories that are inherently about
predictability. For empirical researchers, theory and data-driven analysis have always coexisted. While many
estimations are based on top-down, theory-driven, and deductive reasoning, machine learning adopted a
bottom-up, data-driven, and inductive reasoning approach to let the data speak themselves more clearly than
ever. In fact, these two approaches need not be in conflict (Mullainathan and Spiess 2017). This study aims to
serve as a convincing demonstration as such. In analysing the data, machine learning could help manage
multiple outcomes and estimate heterogeneous treatment effects. This real estate study presents a new way of
using machine learning that gives its place in the econometric toolkit. It is imperative to know that machine
learning provides new tools that eventually increase research scope and solve more new challenging problems.
To facilitate researchers applying our developed algorithm on their projects, the source code and a user manual
are uploaded to Github. We believe these findings and machine-learning applications will substantially impact
academic research by opening up new research directions.
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